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on the telephone so far as possible, though any attempt to
correct from below was always much resented (and often
revenged) from above. He instanced a celebrated international
footballer who was a staff-captain and hopelessly stupid through-
out. His indictment was most calm but most sweeping. On
the other hand, he highly praised the staff work of both the
Australian and the Canadian armies, which he always found
efficient, correct, and as simple as possible. He said these
staffs went solely for essentials and had a horror of filling up
the useless forms which ravaged the British Armies. He said,
e.g. the heavies in which he was, never had any horses or mules,
but nevertheless had to fill up forms 3 times a day (among
countless other forms) giving a return of horses and mules.
I read the " Memoires d'une Chanteuse " attributed to
Wilhelmine Schroeder-Devrient (in French). I don't thinly- it
is hers ; but it has very powerful passages, is informed by a
comprehensible philosophy and wisdom of life, and must have
been written by an individual with some individuality. But,
except at the close, it is obviously ' composed ' in general form,
so as to lead on from one outrageous scene to a scene still more
outrageous. It is a masterpiece in its way ; but very cru as
a German work ought to be. The French translation is funny
in places. The word ' aphrodisiaque ' is constantly used as if
it means a contraceptive device.
Comarques, Wednesday, April
I went to London to-day. Stores and other things before
lunch. At the Reform I saw Spender for the first time since
his return from Egypt. He goes to my (and the King's) tailors,
and if his attire was not always the perfection of quietude, he
would have to be called a dandy. When you see him in a tight
corner in debate, and ultimately flooring everybody — which I
have never known him fail to do — you perceive that he is a
man capable of passion— though always restrained passion.
I lunched with Swinnerton and Wells. I told H. G. that he
ought to spend some of the profits of " The Outline of History "
on new clothes. He said " The Outline of History " was ruining
him — in income-tax.
Comarques, Monday, April igth.
Frank Swinnerton came for the week-end, and I got endless
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